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In 1950, Tinbergen described the elicitation of offspring begging by the red spot on the bill of parent gulls,

and this became a model system for behavioural studies. Current knowledge on colour traits suggests they

can act as sexual signals revealing individual quality. However, sexual signals have never been studied

simultaneously in relationship to parent–offspring and sexual conflicts. We manipulated the red-spot size in

one member of yellow-legged gull pairs and observed their partners’ feeding efforts in relationship to

offspring begging. In the enlarged-spot group, partners doubled their effort compared with the other

groups. Furthermore, in the reduced-spot group, partners provided food in relationship to offspring

begging, contrasting with the fixed effort of the partners of enlarged-spot gulls. Manipulated gulls,

independently of treatment, provided food in relationship to chicks begging only when the partner’s

investment was low, and performed a fixed effort when the partner’s contribution was high. Results

demonstrate that the red spot in yellow-legged gulls functions as a sexual signal and indicate that parental

rules are plastic, depending on the information on offer. Previous evidence and this study indicate that this

signal is used by all family members to adjust decision rules. The incorporation of sexual signals in parent–

offspring interactions can be crucial in understanding intra-familial conflicts.

Keywords: information exchange; offspring begging; parental care; parent–offspring conflict;

sexual conflict; sexual signals
1. INTRODUCTION
Conflicts of interest are widespread in animal societies,

where the fitness of one individual depends on the

behaviour of others (Hamilton 1964; Trivers 1985). In

such evolutionary games, there are multiple interactions

between opponents, during which the final outcome of the

conflicts may be negotiated (McNamara et al. 1999).

Wherever individuals interact and disagreements occur,

the exchange of information between different parties is

fundamental in shaping evolutionarily stable decision

rules (Johnstone & Hinde 2006; McNamara et al. 2006).

Information exchange during conflicts appears to be

extremely relevant in social animals (Clutton-Brock &

Parker 1995). Thus, for example, information about

opponents’ quality or reputation determines cooperation

or punishment (e.g. Camerer & Fehr 2006; Novak 2006;

McNamara et al. 2008; Milinski & Rockenbach 2008).

Indeed, social skills such as language in humans, or other

ways to convey information, are crucial in shaping

optimum decision rules (Novak 2006). Therefore,

information exchange is probably crucial in the resolution

of conflicts in societies (Johnstone & Hinde 2006).

Interactions between parents and young are some of the

most common and basic social behaviours exhibited by

animals (Godfray 1995). Conflicts of interest may arise
r for correspondence (avelando@uvigo.es).
t address: Centro Ricerca Mammiferi Marini (CRIMM),
n Paolo (OT), Sardegna 07020, Italy.
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between all the members of a family (Hamilton 1964;

Trivers 1972). In species with biparental care, there is

potential conflict between the male and female parents

over how much parental investment each should give

(sexual conflict). Because increased parental effort in

current reproduction negatively affects future reproduc-

tion, organisms commonly restrict their parental effort in

order to maximize lifetime reproductive success (Curio

1983; Stearns 1992). Thus, each parent would profit if the

other provided more care (Lessells 1999). Also, offspring

have different interests from their parents concerning

investment (parent–offspring conflict; e.g. Trivers 1974;

Parker 1985; Godfray 1995). A key factor in all these

conflicts is the degree to which parents negotiate their

investments (McNamara et al. 1999; Parker et al. 2002;

Hinde & Kilner 2007). Nevertheless, in spite of the great

efforts made to analyse both conflicts separately, their

simultaneous action within the framework of intra-familial

conflicts has seldom been addressed (Parker et al. 2002;

Johnstone & Hinde 2006; Hinde & Kilner 2007). In the

case of parent–offspring conflict, much effort has been

devoted to studying offspring signals (e.g. begging)

affecting response rules (e.g. Kilner & Johnstone 1997;

Kölliker et al. 1998; Royle et al. 2002; Roulin & Bersier

2007). Nevertheless, little is known about other sources

of information on which parents and offspring base their

decision rules. In systems with intense biparental care,

sexual signals are expected to be honest indicators of
This journal is q 2009 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. The colour (a� and b� in CIELAB colour space) of
the red spot and the yellow bill of unmanipulated gulls in our
population (from digital photographs of 57 gulls taken in
2004) is compared with the colour of the red and yellow
polishes used to manipulate the red-spot size. The colour was
measured with image analysis software (ANALYSIS FIVE).
For each of three pixels on the central part of the red-spot
area, a� and b� values in L�a�b� colour space were extracted
and averaged. The yellow chroma was obtained in the same
way but using three pixels on the yellow part of the bill.
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parental quality (Kokko 1998; Houston et al. 2005).

Sexual attractiveness may determine the allocation of

resources to reproduction by the partner (i.e. the

differential allocation hypothesis; Burley 1988). Therefore,

sexual signals may strongly affect the negotiation between

mates over offspring care (McNamara et al. 1999;

Johnstone & Hinde 2006). However, sexual signals have

not been considered in the context of a family, where not

only the mate, but also the offspring may base their decision

rules on the information conveyed by these signals.

A potential example of a signal that may play a role in

multiple intra-familial interactions is the red spot on the

bill of various gull species. Since the pioneering work of

Tinbergen & Perdeck (1950), the red spot in gulls has

become a model-signalling system in behavioural studies.

Adult gulls of both sexes express this trait. Gull offspring

solicit food almost immediately after hatching with

begging calls and pecks at the parents’ bills, preferentially

on the red spot. Tinbergen & Perdeck (1950) showed that

this trait stimulates begging in newly hatched chicks, and it

has been suggested that the chicks’ pecking induces the

parent to regurgitate food (Weidmann 1956; Beer 1966).

However, the chicks might also inform the parents about

their need of food through the intensity of pecking. The

red spot could also play a role in the context of sexual

selection. The expression of the red spot in gulls is known

to vary through the breeding cycle, being enhanced during

courtship (Cramp & Simmons 1983). In yellow-legged

gulls (Larus michahellis), recent studies have revealed that

this trait is carotenoid-based and reliably reflects the

bearer’s antioxidant status (Pérez et al. 2008). It is also

related to body condition and carotenoid intake in very

closely related gull species (Blount et al. 2002; Kristiansen

et al. 2006). The evolution of coloured ornamental traits,

especially those based on carotenoids, has been a central

topic of sexual selection theory since Darwin (Darwin

1859, 1871; Andersson 1994), but the red spot in gulls

may represent a unique case of a coloured signal with a

role in intra-familial conflicts over care. Since it has been

shown that the signal stimulates chick feeding, the

intensity of the signal could also be used by the partner

to predict feeding capacity in order to adjust its own

investment (e.g. Velando et al. 2006). All this indicates

that information exchange between all members of a gull

family is plausible.

In the present study, we manipulated the red-spot size

in one adult yellow-legged gull per nest and monitored its

partner’s feeding effort, in order to test the hypothesis that

the red spot is a signal that affects the partner’s

reproductive investment (i.e. differential allocation; Burley

1988). Moreover, under the hypothesis that the red spot is

a signal that affects decision rules in intra-familial

interactions, we also analysed the feeding effort of both

parents in relationship to offspring solicitation (the

number of pecks directed to the red spot of each parent).
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Field procedures

The experiment was conducted towards the end of May 2007

in a breeding colony of yellow-legged gulls at Sálvora Island,

Galicia, Spain. We searched for nests with three eggs (the

modal clutch size in this species) close to hatching, which is

visually detectable by a crack or small hole in the shell.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
We captured one adult per nest with nest traps (R60 special

tilting cage; www.moudry.cz), selecting the first adult

captured by the trap. A total of 72 adults were captured

(33 males and 39 females) and randomly assigned to one of

three treatments. The enlarged-spot group (nZ22) had the

original red spot enlarged with red nail polish (Astor 250), up

to the maximum area found in the population (260 mm2).

The reduced-spot group (nZ23) had the original red spot

reduced with yellow nail polish ( Yesensy 9) to the minimum

area found in the population (78 mm2). Finally, the control

group was divided in two: unmanipulated individuals (nZ14)

and individuals with their original spot area unaltered, but

painted over with the red polish and outlined with the yellow

one (nZ13), in order to control for the potential effect of

paint colour on the behaviour of gull parents. We confirmed

with binoculars that the spot area manipulation had lasted at

least until the observation day. We tried to imitate the natural

red-spot colour as closely as possible: the yellow and red

manipulations were only very slightly over the natural range

of red-spot chroma (figure 1), while brightness (L� in

CIELAB colour space) of both polishes was within the

natural range of red-spot brightness. The two control groups

did not differ in their initial parameters (sex, morphological

parameters of manipulated adult, hatching data, observation

date and number of chicks), nor in the response variables

(provisioning rates performed by both adults and number of

pecks; all pO0.05). Therefore, they were pooled as a single

control group. Similar results were obtained when consider-

ing them as two separate groups (available upon request).

We marked captured gulls on the neck with a black

spot, in order to easily identify the manipulated adult of

each pair during observations. Birds were weighed (G10 g)

and their head, bill and tarsus lengths were measured

(G0.05 mm). The latter parameter allowed confirmation

of the sex of captured birds by means of a discriminant

function ( Bosch 1996), known to be 100 per cent

consistent with previously recorded copulatory behaviour

http://www.moudry.cz
http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Effect of red-spot size manipulation on the partner’s
provisioning rate (no. of regurgitations).
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(Alonso-Álvarez & Velando 2003). We photographed the

whole bill of each bird (Nikon Coolpix 5200) against a white

standard together with a red standard and a millimetric scale.

This was done by placing the bill laying in horizontal position

inside a black box and keeping a constant distance (15 cm)

from the lens to the bill. Illumination was provided by a three-

LED lamp (Petzl Tikka) fastened firmly to the inner top of

the box and angled 908 to the bottom of the box (i.e. at a

distance of 15 cm to the bill for all measurements). The red-

spot area was measured by the same person with image

analysis software (ANALYSIS FIVE), blindly with respect to

treatment. The red-spot area before manipulation, the

proportion of sexes, body mass, and bill, tarsus and wing

length of experimental birds did not differ between experi-

mental treatments (all pO0.3). The sexes did not differ in

red-spot size (F1,70Z0.015, pZ0.90; meanGs.d. in females:

172.78G34.49; males: 173.72G28.76).

We checked nests daily to record the hatching date

(hatching dayZday zero). Two days after hatching

(3.3G0.1 days elapsed from manipulation to observation;

there were no differences among treatments: F2,66Z0.04,

pZ0.96), we observed each pair continuously from 10.00 to

15.00 hours. Each observer observed two to six focal pairs

simultaneously from a hide that had been put in place the

previous day. During the 5 hours of observation time, we

recorded chick-provisioning rate (number of regurgitations)

performed by both the manipulated bird and its partner, and

the number of individual pecks at the bill performed by

chicks. Although chicks were individually marked with a small

coloured spot on the head (black, blue or green), on many

occasions we were not able to identify the specific chick that

was pecking. Instead, we recorded the total chick-pecking

rates directed to the manipulated gull or to its partner. Three

nests could not be observed because adults became reluctant

to feed the young after the observer had entered the hide. In

three additional nests, the visibility was not good enough to

record the number of pecks.

Working permissions and approval of the experimental

procedures were given by Parque Nacional de las Islas

Atlánticas de Galicia.

(b) Statistical analyses

We used SAS software (SAS Institute 2001) for all statistical

analyses. We fitted two separate generalized linear models

(GENMOD procedure in SAS) with Poisson errors to

investigate whether the experiment affected chick pecking

rate directed to the manipulated gull or to the partner. Sex of

the adult and the number of chicks were included as

covariates. In addition, we used another two GENMOD

models with Poisson errors to investigate whether the

experimental treatment affected the chick-provisioning rate

of the manipulated adults or their partners. The number of

pecks directed to the adult whose feeding rate was analysed

was included as a covariate in the models. This was done to

explore the effect of treatment on the relationship between

chick-provisioning rate and pecking. Also, the following

parameters were included as covariates: chick-provisioning

rate of the partner, sex of the adult and the number of chicks.

Data dispersion was corrected in all models using the Pearson

scale parameter. All main effects and all possible two-way

interactions were included in the initial models. Final models

were obtained by backward deletion. First, the interaction

terms were sequentially removed from the full model when the

variance explained did not significantly improve the model
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
(aZ0.05; Engqvist 2005). After all two-way non-significant

interactions were removed from the model, the same deletion

procedure was performed with the main effects of the

predictor variables. We report the F and p values of the effects

of non-significant terms before removing them from the model.
3. RESULTS
(a) Effect of red-spot manipulation on chick

pecking rate

Treatment did not affect chick pecking rates directed to

the manipulated gull (F2,63Z0.11, pZ0.89; meanGs.e.

of the enlarged, 0.76G0.27; control, 0.92G0.26;

reduced groups, 0.76G0.27). Neither did it affect chick

pecking rates directed to the partner (F2,63Z1.16,

pZ0.32; enlarged, 0.95G0.22; control, 0.67G0.21;

reduced-spot group, 0.48G0.22). There was no signi-

ficant effect of the sex of the adult (F1,64Z2.82, pZ0.10)

or the number of chicks (F2,62Z0.55, pZ0.58).
(b) Effect of red-spot manipulation on the

provisioning rate (number of regurgitations)

of the partner

The chick-provisioning rate of the partner was affected by

treatment, being higher in the enlarged-spot group than

the control and reduced-spot groups (F2,66Z4.75,

pZ0.012; figure 2). Interestingly, the relationship

between the provisioning rate of the partner and the

number of pecks directed at its bill was affected by

the treatment (table 1). In the enlarged-spot group, the

provisioning rate of the partner was not associated with

the number of pecks directed to its bill (bZ0.05;

figure 3). By contrast, in the reduced-spot group, the

partner’s provisioning effort was strongly predicted by

the number of pecks directed at its bill (bZ0.70; figure 3).

Finally, in controls, the partner’s provisioning effort was

marginally associated with the number of pecks directed

at its bill, the slope of the association showing an

intermediate value between the enlarged- and the

reduced-spot groups (bZ0.33; figure 3). The number

of chicks (F2,58Z1.36, pZ0.26) and the provisioning rate

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Final generalized linear models (GENMOD procedure in SAS) with Poisson errors showing the significant effects on
the provisioning rates of the parents.

provisioning of partner provisioning of manipulated gull

F d.f. p-value F d.f. p-value

treatment 7.22 2, 60 0.001
begging to partner 12.02 1, 60 0.001
treatment!begging to partner 4.28 2, 60 0.018
begging to manipulated gull 9.93 1, 62 0.002
provisioning of partner 5.13 1, 62 0.027
provisioning of partner!begging

to manipulated gull
5.02 1, 62 0.029
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of the manipulated adult (F1,57Z0.53, pZ0.47) were not

significant. Also, there was no significant effect of adult

sex (F1,56Z0.38, pZ0.54) or its interactions with begging

to partner (F1,55Z1.16, pZ0.29), with treatment

(F2,53Z0.66, pZ0.52) and with provisioning of the

manipulated gull (F1,52Z0.001, pZ0.95).
(c) Effect of red-spot manipulation on the

provisioning rate of the manipulated adult

The provisioning rate of the manipulated adult was not

affected by treatment (ANOVA test including treatment

alone: F2,66Z0.24, pZ0.78). However, when including all

the covariates in the model, the provisioning rate of the

manipulated adult was affected by the interaction between

the number of pecks at its bill and chick-provisioning rate

performed by the partner (table 1). Thus, when the

provisioning rate of the partner was low, the provisioning

effort of the manipulated adult was strongly and positively

associated with the number of pecks directed at its bill

(bZ0.51; figure 4). This positive effect disappeared when

the partners had high provisioning rates (bZK0.04;
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
figure 4). Including treatment in the final model did not

change the results (provisioning of partner!begging to

manipulated adult: F1,60Z6.17, pZ0.016; treatment:

F2,60Z1.30, pZ0.28). Neither the number of chicks

(F2,58Z2.34, pZ0.10) nor sex of the manipulated adult

(F1,57Z0.05, pZ0.82) were significant. Also, there were

no significant effects of the interaction between sex and

other covariates (sex of the adult!treatment: F2,55Z0.92,

pZ0.41; sex of the adult!begging to the manipulated

gull: F1,54Z0.73, pZ0.40; sex of the adult!provisioning

of partner: F1,53Z0.46, pZ0.50).
4. DISCUSSION
The results demonstrate that decision rules in familial

conflicts depend on the reliable information conveyed

by sexual signals (the red spot), and suggest that they

may also be influenced by the provisioning rate of the

partner and offspring begging behaviour. Partners

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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doubled their provisioning effort in the enlarged-spot

group, supporting the role of sexual signals in breeding

decisions (i.e. differential allocation hypothesis; Burley

1988). Moreover, in the reduced-spot group, partners

fine-tuned their feeding effort according to offspring

begging behaviour, contrasting with the fixed effort

showed by partners of enlarged-spot gulls. Manipulated

gulls, independently of treatment, provided food in

relationship to chick pecking when the partner’s invest-

ment was low, but performed a fixed effort when the

partner’s contribution was high. Overall, these findings

suggest that parents may use multiple information sources

to adjust their investment and that rules over parental care

are plastic, varying from flexible to fixed depending on the

information on offer (McNamara et al. 1999; Hinde 2006;

Johnstone & Hinde 2006).

Heinroth & Heinroth (1928) pointed out that gull

chicks show a strong tendency to peck at red objects, and

Tinbergen’s (Tinbergen & Perdeck 1950; Tinbergen

1953) and later studies (e.g. Dawkins & Impekoven

1969; Alessandro et al. 1989; Griswold et al. 1995) have

shown that the red spot on the bill of various gull species is a

stimulus that elicits chick pecking. This previous evidence

together with the present study show that the red spot is

involved in interactions both between the breeding pair

and between parent and offspring, thus becoming the first

case of a ‘familial’ signal. This signal may play a role in

parent–offspring communication only in the first few days

after hatching, when chick pecking behaviour is prompted

by the red spot (Tinbergen & Perdeck 1950). Interestingly,

parents seem to have control; for example, parents

sometimes only simulate regurgitation after repeated

pecking by the chick (Hendersson 1975). Similarly, we

found that regurgitation was not always proportional to

chick pecking, as parental effort was adjusted to pecking

rate in certain situations, but not in others (e.g. when the

partner’s effort was high).

We found that partners enhanced their effort when their

mate had an enlarged red spot. Parental investment should

be affected by the mate’s quality or parental abilities

(Chase 1980; Houston & Davies 1985; Cunningham &

Russell 2000), particularly in long-lived species (Jones &

Montgomerie 1992; Velando & Alonso-Álvarez 2003;

Krebs & Putland 2004). In species with biparental care,

sexual signals are expected to be the modest, but honest,

indicators of parental abilities or resources available, thus

revealing direct benefits to the mate (Kokko 1998). In

gulls, the red spot reliably indicates some aspects of

individual quality, such as antioxidant status, carotenoid

intake and condition (Blount et al. 2002; Kristiansen et al.

2006; Pérez et al. 2008), as well as egg quality (Blount et al.

2002; Kristiansen et al. 2006). Thus, gull parents may gain

direct benefits when their mate shows a large red spot.

However, indirect benefits are also possible (Kokko 1998;

Houston et al. 2005; Velando et al. 2005), so that the signal

could reflect the bearer’s genetic quality, which offspring

may inherit. This may apply to both sexes when care is

equally provided by males and females (Kokko 1998), and

may explain why we did not find sex differences in

provisioning rules. It has been proposed that dissimilar

opportunities for extra-pair copulations might cause

provisioning rules to differ between males and females

(Kölliker et al. 1998). However, the mechanisms of

paternity assurance (Velando 2004) and the consequent
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
low extra-pair paternity in gulls (Gilbert et al. 1998) may

in part explain why, in our study, both sexes followed

similar rules over investment. Accordingly, previous

studies in monogamous species have shown that males

and females can benefit equally if they increase parental

effort according to the mate’s advertisement or its level of

investment (reviewed in Kraaijeveld et al. 2007).

Apart from the red-spot size, yellow-legged parents

seemed to be influenced by other information sources

(partner’s effort and the number of pecks performed by

offspring) to adjust their parental care, although these traits

were not manipulated and the interpretations should thus

be taken with caution. One possibility is that the perceived

probability of failure in the current reproduction affected

parental decision rules (McNamara et al. 1999; Royle et al.

2002). For instance, young at increased probability of

starving are expected to benefit to a greater degree from

additional resources than those chicks at a lower probability

(Godfray & Johnstone 2000). Hence, parents should fine-

tune their effort in relationship to begging, being more

responsive when parental investment confers dispropor-

tionately high fitness returns to the offspring (Godfray &

Johnstone 2000). Consistent with this, parent gulls

responded accurately to chick pecking only when the

partner’s ornament expression or contribution were

low, i.e. when there was a high probability of failure. By

contrast, when the partner’s ornament expression or

investment were high (diminishing marginal fitness

returns), parents provisioned offspring at a constant rate,

thus avoiding the potential costs of evaluating offspring

need. Similar risk-based rules are expected in central

economic models of optimal investment of capital, such as

that of Markowitz (i.e. investors select from the set of

optimal risk–return options; Markowitz 1952; Gigerenzer

2008). Nevertheless, as we have not manipulated chick

begging, we cannot be sure whether it is a causal factor for

variation in provisioning rate. Alternatively, the number of

pecks performed by gull chicks could be reliable only when

breeding conditions are poor (Godfray & Johnstone 2000).

However, exactly the opposite is expected in theory (Royle

et al. 2002). Furthermore, according to previous studies,

the expression of the red spot may enhance the number of

pecks, entailing costs (if pecking is costly) to the offspring

that prevent them from cheating. Although the present

study failed to find an effect of the size of the red spot on

chick pecking rate, the experiments performed by Tinber-

gen did find such an effect (Tinbergen & Perdeck 1950;

Tinbergen 1953). Nevertheless, super-stimuli (exagger-

ated versions of a signal) may provoke unnatural responses,

so Tinbergen’s results should be treated with caution.

An interesting question arises as to how parents evaluate

the partner’s effort to adjust their own investment. One

possibility is that they directly observe the partner’s

behaviour, as described in previous studies (Hinde 2006

and references therein). Gull parents engage in complex

rituals that offer excellent opportunities for a direct and

dynamic assessment of their mates’ quality or parental

effort. For instance, there is a brief ritual between mates

during nest relief, sometimes including pre-copulatory

behaviour (Hendersson 1975), and parents commonly

feed the chicks in the presence of the partner ( J. M.

Morales, C. Alonso-Álvarez, C. Pérez, E. Serafino &

A. Velando 2007, personal observation). Moreover, parents

can also indirectly assess their partners’ contributions by

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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evaluating brood need, quality or behaviour (Wright &

Dingemanse 1999; Johnstone & Hinde 2006).

Our study highlights the crucial role of information

exchange in the interactions between family members and

different sources of information that are used in different

contexts. Information about the likely success of a

breeding attempt is known to affect parental decisions in

insects (Alexander 1974; Agrawal et al. 2001), fish

(Steinegger & Taborsky 2007; Pike et al. 2008), birds

(Kilner et al. 1999; Kilner 2002; Velando et al. 2006;

Griggio & Pilastro 2007) and mammals (Hudson &

Trillmich 2008). Information exchange between family

members may also explain the occurrence of flexible or

fixed provisioning rules across species (Velando &

Alonso-Álvarez 2003; Hinde & Kilner 2007). Further-

more, information is relevant in all negotiation games,

whether between family members or unrelated individ-

uals, in social interactions (McNamara et al. 1999, 2008;

Novak 2006).

In conclusion, our results, together with previous

evidence, strongly suggest that the red spot on the bill of

various gull species is used by all family members to adjust

decision rules. Offspring are known to exhibit begging

displays or colourful gapes to convey honest information

to their parents (e.g. Kilner & Johnstone 1997; Kölliker

et al. 1998; Royle et al. 2002). Similarly, sexual signals may

also play a role in the interactions between parents and

offspring, although they have been narrowly considered in

the context of sexual selection.
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